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REDUCING EARTHQUAKE THROUGHOUT THE UNITED

Quake Forecasting An Emerging Capability

arth scientists have begun 
JLlrf to forecast damaging 
earthquakes in California. 
Although quake forecasting is 
still maturing, it is now reliable 
enough to make official earth 
quake warnings possible. These 
warnings help government 
industry, and private citizens 
prepare for large earthquakes 
and conduct rescue and recov 
ery efforts in the aftermath of 
destructive shocks.

In recent years, earthquake forecasting has 
advanced from a research frontier to an emerg 
ing science. This science is now being applied 
in quake-plagued California, where shocks are 
closely monitored and have been studied for 
many years.

Earthquake forecasts declare that a temblor 
has a certain probability of occurring within a 
given time, not that one will definitely strike. 
In this way they are similar to weather fore 
casts. Scientists are able to make earthquake 
forecasts because quakes tend to occur in clus 
ters that strike the same area within a limited 
time period. The largest quake in a cluster is 
called the mainshock, those before it are 
called foreshocks, and those after it are called 
aftershocks.

In any cluster, most quakes are aftershocks. 
Most aftershocks are too small to cause dam 
age, but following a large mainshock one or 
more may be powerful. Such strong after 
shocks can cause additional damage and casu 
alties in areas already devastated by a 
mainshock and also threaten the lives of rescuers 
searching for the injured. In the first few weeks 
after the 1994 magnitude 6.7 Northridge, Cali 
fornia, earthquake, more than 3,000 aftershocks 
occurred. One magnitude 5.2 aftershock caused 
$7 million in damage just to electric utility 
equipment in the Los Angeles area.

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) first 
began forecasting aftershocks following the 
1989 magnitude 6.9 Loma Prieta, California, 
earthquake. By studying previous earthquakes, 
scientists had detected patterns in the way af

tershocks decrease in number and magnitude 
with time. With such knowledge, scientists can 
estimate the daily odds for the occurrence of 
damaging aftershocks following large Califor 
nia temblors. These forecasts are relayed di 
rectly to the California Office of Emergency 
Services (OES) and to the public.

Aftershock forecasts assist government, in 
dustry, and emergency response teams in de 
ciding when it is safe to demolish, repair, or 
allow people to use damaged structures. In the 
aftermath of the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, 
the "probability of aftershocks given by the 
USGS was one of the factors ... used in decid 
ing how many firefighters to keep on duty" 
(Greg Abell, Battalion Chief, San Francisco 
Fire Department).

Aftershock forecasts helped fire departments and 
other providers of emergency services decide how 
many personnel to keep on duty in the aftermath of 
the 1989 Loma Prieta, California, earthquake. These 
forecasts also assisted authorities in allocating 
critical emergency resources and determining when 
it was safe to enter damaged structures. Above, 
firefighters hose down a damaged building in San 
Francisco's Marina District during demolition (Photo 
by George Nikitin); a firefighter (inset) assists 
residents of the District in removing belongings from 
their homes (Photo courtesy of Michael Mustacchi 
& Associates). At left, emergency workers in Santa 
Cruz confer during rescue efforts (U.S. Geological 
Survey photo).

Some large earthquakes are preceded by 
foreshocks. Knowledge of past earthquake pat 
terns allows scientists to estimate the odds that 
an earthquake striking today is a foreshock and 
will soon be followed by a larger mainshock in 
the same area. These odds depend on the 
earthquake's magnitude and the seismic history 
of the fault on which it occurred. When a mod 
erate earthquake hits California, scientists im 
mediately estimate the probability that a dam 
aging mainshock will follow. If the threat is 
significant, a warning is issued.

This warning process was put into action in 
June 1988 when a magnitude 5.1 shock one 
of the largest in the San Francisco Bay region 
since the great 1906 earthquake struck 60 
miles south of San Francisco. Alerted by the
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The California Office of Emergency Services (OES) 
operates a communications network to issue 
public warnings and to support disaster response. 
This network includes mobile units (top) and 
temporary field offices (middle) as well as a main 
communications center (bottom). When earth 
scientists monitoring seismic activity conclude that 
there is a period of increased earthquake danger, 
they alert the OES. If the danger is great enough, 
the OES issues a public warning. (Photos by Robert 
A. Eplett, California Office of Emergency Services.)

USGS that there was a 1 in 20 chance of a 
larger earthquake in the next 5 days, the Cali 
fornia OES issued an advisory to warn the pub 
lic. (The usual daily odds of a large quake in 
the Bay region are 1 in 15,000.) The warning 
period passed without further activity. In Au 
gust 1989, another earthquake hit the same area 
and a similar advisory was issued. Again noth 
ing happened in the specified warning period. 
However, 69 days later, the area was rocked by 
the magnitude 6.9 Loma Prieta earthquake, 
which killed 63 people and caused $6 billion 
damage in the San Francisco Bay region.

Although these warnings did not pinpoint 
the actual date of the Loma Prieta mainshock, 
local governments still found them useful. For 
example, in the city of Oakland during the Au 
gust 1989 advisory "all... departments ran 
drills to prepare for an imminent earthquake.
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77?e San Francisco Chronicle printed this warning 
on June 29, 1988, in response to an advisory from 
the California Office of Emergency Services 
(OES). Two days earlier, a magnitude 5.1 
earthquake struck 60 miles south of San 
Francisco, and U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 
scientists had alerted the OES that a larger shock 
could follow in the next 5 days. In August 1989, 
another earthquake hit the same area and the 
OES, again alerted by the USGS, issued a similar 
advisory. Sixty-nine days after the second 
advisory the San Francisco Bay region was 
rocked by the devastating magnitude 6.9 Loma 
Prieta earthquake. The map (left) shows the 
epicenters of these three shocks.

This made a tremendous difference in the city's 
response when the [Loma Prietal earthquake 
struck" (Henry Renteria, Emergency Services 
Manager, Oakland).

Emergency managers and the public use 
earthquake advisories for making the swift and 
often complex decisions that are essential to re 
duce the risk posed by a forecast shock. Good 
communication and understanding between sci 
entists, emergency managers, and the public 
are essential if advisories are to be effective. 
Developing such communication and under 
standing is a goal of the USGS Parkfield (Cali 
fornia) Earthquake Prediction Experiment.

The town of Parkfield, population 34, was 
chosen as the site of this innovative experiment 
because six magnitude 6 earthquakes have 
struck in its vicinity since 1857. Some of these 
quakes were preceded by foreshocks and possi 
bly by other precursors. Because the time be 
tween a precursor and a mainshock may be 
short, earthquake warnings must be communi 
cated rapidly. To accomplish this, a plan was 
developed specifying when and how warnings 
are to be issued in response to possible precur 
sors to earthquakes in the Parkfield area. This 
plan was activated in 1992 and again in 1993 
by possible foreshocks; state and county offi 
cials conducted rapid, well-planned responses.

The lessons learned from the Parkfield ex 
periment have already enabled earth scientists 
and emergency response officials to build a 
framework within which they communicate rap 
idly and effectively. Based on this experience, 
similar alert plans have been devised for geo 
logic hazards in other areas of the United States.

With the development of modern seismic 
monitoring networks and the knowledge gained 
from past shocks, earthquake forecasts and 
warnings are now a reality. Continued effective 
communication of these forecasts to the public 
will help reduce loss of life and property in fu 
ture earthquakes.
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